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Our Autumn/ Winter work
programme begins.

Volunteer news.

Coinciding with the ending of the bird nesting season the start of
our Autumn/ Winter conservation work programme begins
One of our rst tasks this year has been to continue the opening up
of the North Meadow, where our aim is to create a wider diversity
of terrestrial and wetland habitats by progressively managing the
encroaching tree cover and opening up an extended view across the
meadow from the hide area
Without some form of management this area would become dark,
shaded and dominated by big mature trees with little variation of
age or condition. By adopting a variety of sensitive traditional
woodland management techniques we hope to create an area with a
mix of fallen and standing deadwood, healthy living trees, newly
emerging saplings and open spaces, thus recreating the mixture of
habitats found in more established or ancient woodland. We aim to
achieve this with a number of traditional techniques such as
thinning, coppicing, pollarding, ring barking, and the raising of the
crown on some of the larger specimens
Another area we will be working on this Winter is the Eastern
lagoon, this area is of particular botanical interest and our plans
here are again to sensitively encourage a wider diversity of habitats
by opening up small glades and clearings along the edges of what is
predominantly young encroaching Willow. If left untouched the
Willow would quickly take over but by creating more open areas we
hope more species of wetland plants will have the chance to
establish themselves

Despite the really hot weather our newest
volunteering recruits seemed to enjoy
their Sunday morning work party
experience, or was it just the cake that
made them all smile
Hopefully we didn’t frighten them o and
I’m sure they will join us again in the near
future for some more hard but enjoyable
work. Thanks all for turning up and
thanks to Fiona for the delicious Flapjack.
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Continuing the “traditional” theme we also plan to do more hedgelaying later during the winter months. In particular to extend the
area laid last year along the public footpath and a short section of
hedge along the hide footpath will also be laid to create a clear
viewing point overlooking the ooded horse eld which is an area
well used by birds particularly in the wetter Winter months
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Seen in September.
Volunteer news cont.
Further Sunday work parties will be
planned for the rest of the Autumn/
Winter conservation period with the
second Sunday of each month set aside for
these tasks. So dates for your diaries for
the remainder of this year are;
Sundays 10th October, 14th
November and 12th December.

Robin by Ann Jacobs.

Treecreeper by Ann
Jacobs.

Bank Vole by Ann
Jacobs

Ravens.

Common Frog

To minimise the disruption to the wildlife
on the North Meadow and to keep the
time to a minimum when the water levels
have been reduced our work here has
been compressed to the rst few work
party’s of September. Thanks to some
great e orts from the team (including our
new Sunday workers) this work has now
been completed and the water levels are
again being raised
During the period of low water large
numbers of Dragon y’s have been
observed Ovipositing in the shallow pools
left behind. Mainly Common Darters but
Southern Hawkers, Migrant Hawkers and
Brown Hawkers have also been seen

Chiffchaff.

Male Migrant Hawker.

Grey Wagtail.

A pair of Common Darters.
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Male King sher.

Swallow

Mute Swans 2
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A change in the seasons.

This months mystery object.
Can anyone identify this Spider please?
Answers to my email warden@unstead-

reserve.org would be much appreciated

Grass Snake checks us out!
A Grass Snake swam across the North
Meadow while we were carrying out some
work the other Thursday. Click on the link
below to see the video lmed by Stuart

Despite a recent spell of warmer weather the early morning mists
have started to show and the hedgerows around the reserve are
showing plenty of Autumn nuts and berries. The fallen leaves, in
particular along the hide footpath are starting to accumulate so
there is no doubt in my mind that Autumn is upon us

https:// ic.kr/p/2mrBh9T

Enjoying Using the hide?
The viewing hide is now open to members
and their guests so hopefully more and more
of you will take the opportunity to enjoy a
period of peace and quiet in what has
become my favourite place for an early
morning co ee

A pair of Mute Swans have taken up temporary residence on the
dry lagoon and together with a small ock of Common Teal seem
to be enjoying this area to go through their moult. We have also
had regular sightings of at least one King sher (possibly two)
across the North meadow but despite my best e orts up to now I
haven’t managed to get a closer photograph than the one shown
on the previous page

To help us with improving the reserve we
would welcome your suggestions, comments
and observations, you will nd suggestion
slips and pens in the hide so please take a
moment or two to ll one in and tell us what
you think.

At the time of writing circa 200 Canada Geese are using the Dry
lagoon on a regular basis to rest, wash and spruce themselves
before ying o in small groups. If you live locally I’m sure you
have heard them arriving and leaving. Love their noise or not it
certainly makes Unstead sound like a wetland reserve again

Unstead Nature Community Group 2021.
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Other social media options.
We are now members of a
much wider conservation
Community

As well as our new website, which I hope you have enjoyed
browsing, we also have two further social media options you
can choose to explore.
For Facebook users we have set up our very own UNCG
Facebook group which regularly shares news, all types of
wildlife sightings and photographs from the reserve on a fairly
regular basis

We have taken the opportunity to join TCV
“The Conservation Volunteers who believe
that every community in the country should
have access to high quality local green spaces
that are safe, welcoming and loved by their
communities and that are homes to thriving
nature and thriving people”.
Membership was free and the bene ts
include discounted public liability and
personal accident insurance which we are
exploring. Discounted access to a series of
online conservation handbooks, funding
support and support and guidance on a
number of topics from Health and Safety to
planting a wild ower meadow
On a personal note the conservation
guidance handbooks are of particular
interest covering subjects such as,
Waterways and Wetlands, Fencing, Hedging,
Woodland management, and several others
will provide us with a wealth of reference
information to support our plans and
proposals for the reserve

For those of you who interested in wildlife photography, or
have a particular interest in a speci c species, or if you
already use Flickr, we have created a selection of UNCG
Flickr groups which you can enjoy viewing or contributing to.
There are currently over 400 photographs in total spread over
eight individual UNCG Flickr groups and the subjects
currently covered are; Birds, Butter y's, Moths, Mammals,
Wild owers, Bugs, Odonata and a general UNCG gallery
I appreciate Flickr and Facebook are not to everyone’s liking
but if you’re already a user of either of these platforms and are
interested in joining us in these “by invitation only” groups
then please contact me on my UNCG email address;
warden@unstead-reserve.org and I will send you an invitation
to have a look and try these groups out
All photographs on both of these platforms are, and will be
taken on the reserve so I think this is an excellent
opportunity to expand our ever growing record of both the
species seen and recorded on the reserve as well as keeping a
visual record of the way the reserve is developing through our
e orts.
I would really like more people to get involved in sharing the
experiences of your visits to the reserve and by contributing
to the growing UNCG story so I look forward to your
requests to join these groups

Unstead Nature Community Group 2021.
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Our first Bat Survey.
Thanks once more to our mammal expert Derek Smith for
leading our rst Bat survey around the reserve. I have to admit
that I have very little knowledge of Bats and was disappointed to
miss the survey walk but hopefully there will be future
opportunities to learn more.

Bat Species recorded.

Most of the content of this article (shown in italics) is
paraphrased from emails exchanged with Derek and the
photographs were also supplied by him, these were not taken at
Unstead but show the species recorded on the evening of the
survey
“ The vast majority of the many Bats we heard and saw
were Soprano Pipistre e, (Pipistre us pygmaeus)
echolocation ca peak equency 55kHz (kilohertz). We had
just a few passes of Common Pipistre e, (Pipistre us
Pipistre us), peak equency 45kHz. Early on a Noctule,
(Nyctalus noctula) ew over in high direct ight,
characteristic of this large Bat as it goes om its roost site
to a favoured foraging area. These three species are amongst
those that emerge soon a er sunset”

Daubentons Bat.

Noctule Bat.

“Daubentons Bat (Myotis daubentonii) is a species which is
not usua y seen until it gets a bit darker. The echolocation
ca s of the six British Myotis species are not rea y
distinguishable on basic detectors like the ones we were
using but the foraging ight at low level over the water
surface readily identi ed the Daubentons Bat”.
Identi cation details of the Bat species shown in the photographs opposite
are noted below

Pipistrelle Bat.

• The Daubentons Bat photograph shows a lighter underside ( the other
three species are more uniform in colour), the extra large feet can also be
seen which are used for scooping up insects om the water surface
• The Noctule is one of Britain’s largest Bats, the length shown in the
gloved hand as four ngers width.
• A Pipistre e shown in a gloved hand by comparison, the length is only
two ngers widt

Soprano Pipistrelle (L) &
Common Pipistrelle (R)

• Two Pipistre e species showing comparative size, Soprano Pipistre e on
the le with the paler face than the Black faced sma er Common
Pipistre e

Unstead Nature Community Group 2021.
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